Sentry Protection Products, located in Lakewood, Ohio, is a leader in manufacturing and marketing impact resistant products for industrial applications. From the original Column Sentry®, introduced in 1998, to Collision Sentry®, the latest addition to the product line, Sentry products are recognized for their quality, reliability and value in protecting buildings, equipment and people.

Necessity is the mother of invention, and that’s how this all got started. In 1997, an Ohio building contractor invented Column Sentry as a solution for customers whose steel columns needed repair or replacement due to damage from forklift collisions. Column Sentry is the original, patented column protector that surrounds building columns and minimizes the force of tow motor impact. Sentry Protection Products was formed to market the new product. Thousands of installations, and many award winning products later, Sentry is recognized as the world leader in impact resistant equipment.

Manufactured in the United States and Europe, Sentry’s products are sold worldwide through a vast network of quality distributors.

Nothing protects your facility, equipment and people like Sentry Protection Products
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16927 Detroit Ave., Suite 3 • Lakewood, OH 44107
(p) +1 216.228.3200  •  (fax) +1 216.228.3214  •  1.888.265.8660  info@sentrypro.com

To learn more visit: http://www.sentrypro.com
Collision Warning Systems

Equipment designed to create a safer working environment in industrial buildings where forklift traffic and pedestrian traffic intersect.

Collision Sentry® – Always on Guard – reduces or eliminates “blind corner” collisions in industrial settings by sending a warning when a collision is imminent.

Parking Protection

Products specifically designed to add a layer of effective protection around parking structure columns and walls.

Park Sentry® Wall System – a comprehensive damage reduction system that custom fits to any size wall.

Guard Post™ – an attractive, versatile and visible way to manage vehicle and pedestrian traffic.

Industrial Protection

Products manufactured to offer the most complete impact protection for columns, racks and corners in warehouses and material handling facilities.

Column Sentry® – minimizes the force of tow motor impact and damage to columns, surrounding supports, vehicles and operators.

Rack Sentry® – absorbs the force of tow motor impact that can damage the structural integrity of racks and floors.

Concrete Wrap™ – surrounds concrete columns with a blanket of protection that cushions the blow from car, truck and tow motor impact.

Corner Sentry™ – energy absorbing, maintenance free protection for wall corners vulnerable to collision damage.

A leader in manufacturing and marketing impact resistant products for industrial applications, Sentry Protection products are recognized for quality, reliability and value in protecting buildings, equipment and people.
Complete protection. Quality engineered. Tested and proven.

Sentry Protection Products are specifically designed to keep facilities, equipment and people safe from collision damage. From warehouses to material handling facilities to parking garages – where machinery, people and structures follow the same paths – our impact resistant and collision alert products offer complete protection against expensive damage and injury.
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